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TERMINOLOGY
A macerator is a pump featuring a cutting
blade that grinds up solid waste into a pulp
for discharge through small bore pipework
to a drain pipe.
There are also pumps with no blades that take
grey waste water (ie no black solids) away from
showers, baths, kitchen sinks, ice makers,
washing machines, dishwashers etc.
For large domestic or commercial applications,
Saniflo has introduced vortex technology into
its pumps to give a better performance in
high-use situations.
A macerator or lifting station is an intermediate storage/collecting chamber incorporating
pump(s) which transfer grey and black waste
water to a local drain, manhole or sewer.

WHY DO I NEED A
MACERATOR OR PUMP?
Macerator and pump products are perfect for
unconventional situations where drainage is
a problem, you’ll be able to install a new
bathroom, utility room or kitchen wherever
you need extra facilities.
A bath in the basement, a loo in the loft or a
shower under the stairs!
Wherever you need access to conventional
drainage but there’s none close by, a macerator
product can help you install extra facilities
without the need for major building works.

HOW DO THEY WORK?
A macerator pump uses a blade to reduce
waste to a liquid form and then discharge it via
small-bore pipework to a soil stack or sewer.
This is usually a more cost-effective route than
digging up the flooring and installing large bore
pipework that will then need to be concealed.

A lifting station is used where a normal gravity
system cannot be, either because there is
insufficient gravity fall over a distance (1:40
minimum is recommended) or the common
collecting point is lower than the sewer.

BUILDING REGULATIONS
In domestic situations, if the homeowner
requires pumping solutions for both WC
and kitchen appliances, it is against Building
Regulations to discharge a washing machine
or dishwasher into a macerator that is taking
black waste. This situation would require
both a pump and a macerator.
However, the larger macerator pumps that are
predominantly used for commercial situations,
namely the Sanicubic range, can overcome this
regulation because of their design and capacity.

You’ll find they’re now very quiet and
unobtrusive in operation and with many
slim-line models available; easy to hide away.
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ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES...
Conventional plumbing uses gravity to allow
drainage to conveniently sited pipework and
sewers. But what if gravity isn’t on your side?
What if drainage pipework is inconveniently
positioned, perhaps when working in a loft
or a basement?

Saniflo works where convention
doesn’t. The domestic range consists
of a variety of macerators and pumping
solutions for bathrooms and kitchens,
depending on your needs.

LOFT
CONVERSION
EN-SUITE
Need an additional
en-suite? Try a
Sanipro XR Up

MAIN
BATHROOM

See page 13

Need to pump bath water
waste? Possible with a
Saniaccess Pump

BEDROOM
EN-SUITE

See page 22

Want a shower in the
en-suite? Possible with
a Sanishower +
See page 25

KITCHEN

AIRCONDITIONED
LIVING ROOM

Problems removing
kitchen water waste?
You need a Sanivite+

Air-conditioning dripping?
You need a Sanicondens
Clim Pack

See page 15

See www.saniflo.co.uk

CLOAKROOM

BASEMENT/GARAGE
BOILER ROOM

Creating a new utility
room? Try a Sanivite+

Not much room to make a
cloakroom? Possible with
a Sanislim or Sanicompact

Take away acidic boiler condensate.
Use a Sanicondens Best. See our Saniflo
brochure for the full condensate range

See page 15

See page 11 or 14

See www.saniflo.co.uk

BASEMENT
UTILITY ROOM
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Alarm1

Sink

Dishwasher

Washing Machine

Bidet

Power Shower

Shower

Bath

Wash Basin

WC

All of our units can be used in any of these
situations: basement, ground floor, upper floor,
loft/attic - just choose the right product for
your installation.

Wall-hung WC

DOMESTIC PRODUCT
SELECTOR

SANIFLO UP

Product Ref: 6001

SANITOP UP

Product Ref: 6002

SANIPLUS UP

Product Ref: 6003

SANISLIM

Product Ref: 1054/1

SANIPACK PRO UP
Product Ref: 6052

SANIPRO XR UP
Product Ref: 6006

SANICOMPACT 2
Product Ref: 1081

SANIWALL PRO UP
Product Ref: 6110

SANIWALL PRO UP - TILED

NEW

Product Ref: 6111

SANIVITE+

Product Ref: 6004

SANIACCESS 1
Product Ref: 1900

SANIACCESS 2
Product Ref: 1901

SANIACCESS 3
Product Ref: 1902

SANIACCESS PUMP
Product Ref: 1903

	Sanialarm can be fitted to these units if required.
	S anicompact can be installed in locations with a
minimum water supply pressure of 1.7 bar.
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The original macerator
pump unit that allows
installation of an extra
WC almost anywhere
when a conventional
solution isn’t possible.

Similar to the original
Saniflo Up but allows
connection of a WC
and a wash basin to
one macerator pump.
A great choice for a
small cloakroom.

Product Ref: 6001

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

Ideal for one WC
Unobtrusive with a quiet motor
Easy access for servicing and maintenance
No need to change the pipework - replaces existing Saniflo products
Improved design of casing

250

1%

Barcode:
3308815074191

185
339

222

185

291

312

265

339

222

166

185

312

166

166

185

291

166

Discharge Pipework
22 / 32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
46dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C
Product Weight
5.7kg
Inlet Pipework
40mm
IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
339
2

Barcode:
3308815074061

312

222

265

max 100m

312

1%

291

max 80m

1m

max 100m

Discharge Pipework
22 / 32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
46dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C
Product Weight
5.1kg
Inlet Pipework
100mm (front only)
IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
1

max 60m

2m

max 80m

1m

110

3m

291

2m

max 40m

4m

max 60m

265

3m

250



VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE

max 40m

4m

Unobtrusive with a quiet motor
One additional top waste inlet
Easy access for servicing and maintenance
No need to change the pipework - replaces existing Saniflo products
Improved design of casing

500

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE

265

Product Ref: 6002

222

339
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Up to 5 years warranty See page 32

Up to 5 years warranty See page 32
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The Saniplus Up enables
you to install an additional
bathroom with ease. With
two top and side inlets and
a greater tank capacity, the
Saniplus Up can easily deal
with a WC, wash basin,
bidet and even the highest
output power showers.

When you need slimline
sanitaryware you need a
macerator pump to match.
Sanislim fits easily behind
the WC and with inlets either
side, it can take waste from a
WC, shower, wash basin and
bidet if required.
Product Ref: 6003

Product Ref: 1054/1

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

One unit deals with the waste from an additional bathroom
 Works with high output power showers
 Two side and top inlets and a greater tank capacity
 Easy access for servicing and maintenance
No need to change the pipework - replaces existing Saniflo products
Improved design of casing

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE

max 60m

5m

2.5m

max 70m

4m
3m

max 20m

2m

max 80m

2m

Designed to fit behind the latest slimline styles of WC
Deals with all waste from a small bathroom
Inlets either side of unit

max 30m

1m

max 40m

max 90m

1%

max 100m

1m

1%

Barcode:
3308815074047

Discharge Pipework
22 / 28 / 32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
46dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C
515
Product Weight
43
7.3kg
Inlet Pipework
40mm
IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
248
4

Barcode:
3308819901394

235

515
43

181

333

269
186

40
248

163
526

235
181

333

269
186

40
163

Discharge Pipework
22mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
48.3dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C
Product Weight
447
5.8kg
Inlet Pipework
40mm
IP Rating
270
IP44
Number of inlets
4

86

447

270

333
84

3
86

333
84

3

526
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Up to 5 years warranty See page 32

Up to 2 years warranty See page 32
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XR
Designed to be concealed
from view, where back-to-wall
or wall-hung sanitaryware
is required, the extra slim
Sanipack Pro Up can take
waste from a WC, wash basin
and shower. An ideal choice
for a modern, sleek finish.

The Sanipro XR Up is ideal
for adding an en-suite. With
four inlets the Sanipro XR
Up can easily deal with a
WC, wash basin, bidet and
a power shower.

Product Ref: 6052

Product Ref: 6006

ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES

Perfect solution for a complete shower room installation
Ideally suited for fitted bathroom units
Capacity to connect WC, wash basin, bidet and shower
Easier access to both the tank and electrical connections.
Quiet motor
Extra slim dimensions

Compact, neat and unobtrusive
Capacity for an en-suite installation
Inlets either side of unit and on top
Easy access for servicing and maintenance
No need to change the pipework - replaces existing Saniflo products
Improved design of casing

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE

max 20m

5m

3m

3m

max 80m

max 60m

2m

max 100m

1m

max 40m

4m

max 60m

2m

max 20m

5m

max 40m

4m

max 80m
max 100m

1m

1%

1%

Barcode:
3308815074078

Barcode:
3308815074108

169

12

150

169

303
186

32
150

Up to 5 years warranty See page 32

320

32

435
472

185

186
43

185

432

262

303

239

185

320

363

Discharge Pipework
22 / 28 / 32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
46dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C
Product Weight
432
6.8kg
Inlet Pipework
40mm
IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
4
185

40

262

Discharge Pipework
22 / 28 / 32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
47dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C
40
Product
Weight
7.0kg
Inlet Pipework
363
40mm
IP Rating
IP44
43
Number of
435inlets
472
3

239

Up to 5 years warranty See page 32
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A super-compact WC unit
with a built-in macerator
that’s perfect for small
cloakrooms. It even features
a wash basin inlet and needs
no cistern to make the most
of the smallest spaces.

Product Ref: 1081

ADVANTAGES

Ideally suited to a kitchen or
utility room, Sanivite +’s
powerful pump has four
inlets for connection to
domestic sinks or appliances.
With compact dimensions,
Sanivite + can be concealed
in a kitchen unit or behind a
demountable panel to give
access for servicing.

Product Ref: 6004

ADVANTAGES
	Ideal for hot, soapy water
	Four inlets
	Powerful, quiet pump
	Low activation level (95mm)
	Compact for concealed installation

A WC with built-in macerator
 	Automatic push-button flush connected
directly to the domestic water supply
Needs no cistern
Features a soft-close toilet seat
Water saving flush system

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE
3m

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE
max 20m

4m

max 20m

1m

max 10m

5m

max 10m

2m

3m

max 30m

max 30m

2m

1%

max 40m

1m

max 50m

1%

Barcode:
3308814399011
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445

367

189

266

189

O32

266

47

47

O32

319

367

277

430

IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
4

319
256

390

Discharge Pipework
32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
42dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C (Max 60°C)
Product Weight
6.1kg
Inlet Pipework
40mm

277

Requires a minimum
dynamic pressure of
1.7 bar water supply
pressure. Hand basin
must be installed to
the right.

256

Discharge Pipework
32mm
Motor Power
550 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
51dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
380
35°C
560
Product Weight
24.4kg
Double495Flush
1.8 litre / 3 litres
IP Rating
315
IP44
Number of inlets
475
1

Barcode:
3308815074085

O40
368

O40

368
220

403

Up to 2 years warranty See page 32

Up to 5 years warranty See page 32
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With a built-in frame system designed to
accommodate all types of wall-hung WC (not
supplied), Saniwall Pro Up has a dual flush
and an integral macerator pump. In addition
to taking the waste from a WC there are two
side inlets enabling a wash basin, shower and
bidet to drain to the macerator.

Product Ref: 6110

ADVANTAGES










	Designed with Grohe cistern technology
	Concealed unit ideal for use with built-in bathroom furniture
	Ideal for wall-hung WCs
	Built-in frame system with an elegant glass wall covering
	Integrated dual flush cistern
	Adjustable feet allow variable heights of pan
	Three inlets – two side and one on top
	Flush plate included
	Easier access to both the tank and electrical connections.
	Quiet motor

Mounting centres for
WC pan are 180-230mm

Barcode:
3308815074115

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE
max 20m

5m

500

max 40m

4m
3m

40

+1.00

max 60m

2m

max 80m

302

max 100m

1m

1%

Discharge Pipework
22 / 28 / 32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
47dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C

Product Weight
40kg
Inlet Pipework
40mm
IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
3

Up to 5 years warranty See page 32

435

1000
960

40

214
169

562
206

230

+1.00

302

0-200

364

40

174

1130

16

562
206

180
174

230

435

364
219

40
150
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NEW

The Saniwall Pro Up (tiled) is a built-in
frame designed to accommodate all
types of wall-hung WC (not supplied) it
has a dual flush and integral macerator
pump. It can take waste from a WC,
wash basin, shower and bidet.

Product Ref: 6111

ADVANTAGES
	Designed with Grohe cistern technology
 	Concealed unit ideal for use with built-in bathroom furniture
 	Ideal for wall-hung WCs
	Magnetic tabs provided to create a removable hatch so you can

Mounting centres for
WC pan are 180-230mm

add your own tiles and access macerator for maintenance







	Adjustable feet allow variable heights of pan
	Three inlets – two side and one on top
	Flush plate included
	Easier access to both the tank and electrical connections.
	Quiet motor
Barcode:
3308815076096

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE
max 20m

5m

500

max 40m

4m
3m

40

+1.00

max 60m

2m

max 80m

302

max 100m

1m

1%

Discharge Pipework
22 / 28 / 32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
47dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C

Product Weight
30kg
Inlet Pipework
40mm
IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
3

Up to 5 years warranty See page 32

435

1000
960

40

214
169

562
206

230

+1.00
302

0-200

364

40

174

1130
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562
206

174

180
230

435

364
219

40
150
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Designed to provide easy access for en-suite
bathroom applications, convenient covers
allow you to service and maintain the
macerator without having to remove it.
Suitable for new installations.

Product Ref: 1900/1901/1902

ADVANTAGES
	Easy service access
	Easy maintenance without removal of unit
	Suitable for new installations
	Quiet technology
Saniaccess is primarily intended for new installations as the
inlet and outlet positions vary from other Saniflo models.

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE

2222

max 20m

5m

6666
4040

66

max 40m

4m
3m

330
330

max 60m

2m

max 80m

8484

max 100m

1m

376
376

Barcodes:

392
392

Saniaccess 1
3308815013169
Saniaccess 2
3308815013176

1%
2222
6666
4040

66

330
330

Saniaccess 3
3308815013183

6969

Product Weight
Saniaccess 1 - 6.7kg
Saniaccess 2 - 6.7kg
Saniaccess 3 - 7.5kg

424
424

226
8

8

45

45

226

69

69

4

4

333

Inlet Pipework
40mm
IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
Saniaccess 1 - 1
Saniaccess 2 - 2
Saniaccess 3 - 4

84
44

20

Up to 2 years warranty See page 32

8484

4343

376
376

333

Discharge Pipework
22 / 28 / 32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
46dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
35°C

378

378

494

494

3

84

44

3
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The Sanialarm® has a level
pressure switch that triggers
an alarm fixed on the top
of a unit if the volume of
water exceeds the maximum
allowed level. The alarm
emits a continuous warning
sound, until it is switched off
and the problem is rectified.

Designed to provide easy
access for grey water
pumping applications
such as kitchens and utility
rooms. Convenient covers
allow simple service and
maintenance of the pump
without having to remove it.
Suitable for new installations.

Product Ref: 1095

ADVANTAGES

Product Ref: 1903

	Helps protect against flooding
	80dB buzzer
	Added peace of mind
	Easy and quick installation onto lid of Saniflo unit
	Suitable for new and existing Saniflo installations
	Fits most Saniflo products – see product selector for details

ADVANTAGES
	Easy service access
	Suitable for grey water
	Easy maintenance without removal of unit
	Suitable for new installations
	Quiet technology
	Two side inlets and optional top inlet

Power
2 x AAA batteries – 1.5v (not included)
dB
80dB(A)
Product Weight
0.17kg

Saniaccess Pump is primarily intended for new installations as
the inlet and outlet positions vary from other Saniflo models.

Up to
2 years warranty
See page 32
Barcode:
3308810042799

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL PERFORMANCE
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m

max 10m
max 20m
max 30m
max 40m

CLEANSER/DESCALER

max 50m

Specifically created for use
with Saniflo® units, the cleanser
is a concentrated solution for
optimum cleaning power and
trouble-free maintenance.

1%

Barcode:
3308815013190
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IP Rating
IP44
Number of inlets
3
8
8

Product Ref: 1085

ADVANTAGES
45

45

	Ideally suited to Saniflo units
	Won’t damage septic tanks
	Comes in a 5 litre bottle for multiple

69
4

69
4

applications

333

333

Discharge Pipework
32mm
Motor Power
400 Watts
Voltages
220-240 V/50 Hz
dB
46dB(A)
Working Waste Water Temp
75°C intermittently (max 5 mins)
Product Weight
6.4kg
Inlet Pipework
40mm

44
44

438
438

494

	Prolongs unit life and efficiency
	Use more frequently in hard water zones

3 .5

3 .5

494

Up to 2 years warranty See page 32

Weight
5.8kg per 5L bottle

Barcode:
3308819899011
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CHOOSING YOUR
SHOWER PUMP

REF: PLEASE SEE SANIFLO BROCHURE FOR TRAY SIZES

FLOOR +1& 2
REF: 6154 & 6155

NOW
WIRELESS

Low level shower tray,
pump and waste

NOW
WIRELESS

®

Dual action pump and shower
wastes designed for wet rooms
with tiled or vinyl flooring

5.5cm

0cm
The complete solution for easily installing a shower tray. Consisting
of a low level shower tray pump and waste, the tray can be placed
directly on the ground ...with wireless communication to the pump.

REF: 1043/3

Waste water pump with
shower gully and waste

Designed specifically where floor drainage is required but where
space underneath is very limited e.g. wet rooms. This two part kit with
a powerful shower waste pump and a choice of two waste designs can
pump up to 3m vertically as well as 30m horizontally. Higher flow rate
means it can be used with powerful
‘rain head’ showers .
20

8cm

FLOOR® + 3
REF: 6156

Dual action pump and
shower waste designed
for low level trays

NOW
WIRELESS

2cm

80
295
Ideal pumping solution for a low level shower
tray. Capable of 62
pumping a standard electric or gravity mixer shower. Two inlets
mean a wash basin can be added too.
44

REF: 6043

Waste water pump for
traditional shower trays
20

Designed specifically where floor drainage is required but where
space underneath is limited to 2cm. This two part kit comprising a
powerful shower waste pump and shower waste can pump up to
3m vertically as well as 30m horizontally. Higher flow rate means it
can be used with powerful ‘rain head’ showers.

12cm

3%

120mm
minimum

24

The Sanishower + can be installed next to a shower tray with access
for maintenance. Capable of pumping a standard electric or gravity
mixer shower. Two inlets mean a wash basin can be added too.

25

COMMON MYTHS
& QUESTIONS
1

ARE MACERATORS NOISY?

sufficient in a domestic
situation. Depending on the
required settings a Sanispeed+
pump will work with water up
to 75°C intermittently.
Remember that water has
normally been cooled before
it leaves a washing machine
and enters the pump.
In a café or restaurant even
hotter water will be sporadically
required to discharge dirty, soapy or greasy water. Saniflo
has two Sanicom lifting stations that will work up to 90°C for
short periods. See main Saniflo website. www.saniflo.co.uk

No, the domestic macerator is no louder than a toilet
flushing and is a brief noise for a few seconds.
The sound volume emitted in decibels may vary from one
installation to another, depending on the product and
especially the surroundings, such as whether a room is tiled
or not, the shape and size of the room, the flooring material
etc.
TIPS TO REDUCE SOUND VIBRATIONS
	Ensure there is no contact between the macerator
and the wall
Place anti-vibration pads under the tank
Make sure the piping is fixed at regular intervals
	Place a layer of sound insulation between the macerator
and the floor and/or wall for even better soundproofing
All Saniflo domestic macerators have a noise emission
between 42-48 dB, so comparing this with the everyday
noises below, it would fall between a quiet library and the
noise in an average home.
Sound sources
(Noise)

Distance
(Metres)

3

For each job, it is important to work out how far away the
main drains or sewer is from the macerator installation
point before selecting the correct macerator.
Saniflo’s technical literature and the product sections on
the website have full information on maximum vertical and
horizontal pumping distances for every product. The figure
required is the combination of both.
To ensure maximum performance, it is crucial that the
pipework is run correctly as per the installation manual.
Incorrect installation of any pipework can affect the
productivity of the pump and may even cause damage
over time.
Equally, bends in pipework can also reduce the maximum
pumping distance of a macerator. Tight 90-degree bends
should be avoided - the more gradual the bend, the less
the impact on maximum pumping distance.

Sound pressure
(Level L p dB SPL)

Diesel truck

10m

90

Kerbside of busy road

5m

80

Vacuum cleaner

1m

70

Conversational speech

1m

60

Average home

–

50

Saniflo macerator

–

42-48

Quiet library

–

40

Quiet bedroom at night

–

30

Background in TV studio

–

20

Rustling leaves in distance

–

10

Hearing threshold

–

0

2

IS WATER TEMPERATURE IMPORTANT
WHEN BUYING A MACERATOR?

26

The short answer is that it depends on what the
application is.
If a macerator is simply attached to a toilet or toilet, basin
and shower the ability to handle higher water temperatures
is not important. Waste water temperature is unlikely to
exceed 35°C for any period longer than a few seconds.
All Saniflo macerators have a working waste water
temperature of 35°C.
If using a lifting station with a washing machine or
dishwasher then the waste water temperature requirements
can be higher. Sanivite+ can handle 60°C which is usually

HOW FAR AWAY CAN A
SANIFLO PUMP WASTE TO?

4

WILL MY WC FIT FLUSH TO THE WALL
WHEN I INSTALL A MACERATOR?
There is a wide range of design and choice of ceramics
when purchasing a toilet.
If you are going to use a macerator in conjunction with your
WC then you may find that sometimes the macerator box
may push the WC away from the wall. To overcome this,
many plumbers conceal the macerator behind the wall.
In this case access will still be required to the macerator
for maintenance, servicing and repair.
Further options to consider when macerators are required
to be hidden include the slimline Sanipack Pro Up which is
designed to be used with back-to-wall or wall-hung

27

COMMON MYTHS
& QUESTIONS
sanitaryware and can be
concealed behind fitted
furniture. Or the Saniwall
Pro Up which has a built-in
frame designed for location
behind a wall or furniture
and accommodates all
brands of wall-hung WC’s.
If the macerator cannot be
concealed, then the Sanislim
needs just 145mm depth
behind the WC and with an inlet either side can also take
waste water from a shower and a basin if required.
For small spaces Saniflo even has a compact WC with
a built-in macerator (the Sanicompact) - no cistern
required and an internal macerator to keep the smallest
of spaces uncluttered.

5
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HOW EASY IS IT TO MAINTAIN
AND SERVICE A SANIFLO?
Macerators do not require any special maintenance.
However, to ensure many years of good service, it is
recommended that all macerators are cleaned and descaled
regularly. Saniflo produces a bespoke cleaning and descaling
liquid that is designed to remove scale while preserving the
internal workings of your device. This should be done more
in hard water areas due to potential limescale build-up and
less frequently in soft water
areas.
NB. Unblocking products or
any other acid liquids should
not be used as they may
damage the internal elements
of your macerator.
There is no set servicing
schedule for a Saniflo unit, but
an inspection every few years is
recommended along with the
replacement of the pressure
switch membrane which can deteriorate over time.
Sometimes macerators will stop working and this can
be for several reasons:
	Inappropriate objects being flushed into a WC with
macerator. Only human waste and toilet tissue should
go into the WC. Wet wipes, cotton buds, any solid objects,
female sanitary products and food can all cause the
blades to foul and the macerator to stop working.
	Wrong macerator for the wrong job. A macerator can
stop working if it is incorrectly specified or installed.

Saniflo products have been designed for easy access.
The lids give access to the tank to remove any objects
without disassembling the macerator and without
emptying the tanks.

6

CAN I GET SPARE PARTS
FOR A MACERATOR?
Yes. Saniflo offers excellent off-the-shelf availability
of all fast-moving parts.
Stocked in a centrally located warehouse with a picking team
on hand for immediate despatch, the parts back-up service
from Saniflo is second to none and ensures products are
fixed and up and working in no time.

INSTALLING
A SANIFLO

Ease of
installation is a
hallmark of every
Saniflo product
and instructions
are included
in the box or
downloadable
from the Saniflo
website.
Plumbers should
pay particular
attention to
the 10 GOLDEN
RULES on the
next page when
installing a Saniflo
macerator for the
most successful
installation.
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THE 10 GOLDEN RULES
Follow this simple guide for the perfect
Saniflo installation.

1

2

3

4
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7

Each Saniflo discharge pipe
should run separately to the soil
pipe. If wastes are combined, it
can only be into a larger pipe,
which is on a gravity fall.

8

Since many closed coupled WC suites do
not have the space between the WC pan
spigot and the wall, you may have to
batten the cistern off the wall to make
room for the Saniflo. However, Sanislim
will fit behind most closed coupled WC
suites without the need for this.

9

Position the Saniflo behind
the toilet, not beneath it.

10

Electrical connection should be via
an unswitched fixed wiring connector
with a 5 amp fuse for Domestic range
macerators. Professional range may vary
– check individual instruction manual.

1% Fall

If a vertical lift is needed, this
should be as close to the start of
the run as is practically possible and
from the highest point there must
be a minimum 1% fall. The closer the
vertical lift is to the machine, the
more efficient the pump will be.

Bends should be smooth/
long radius. This principle is
true for all pipe sizes.
All pipework should be
supported according
to pipe manufacturers
recommendations.

Pipes entering the
Saniflo should have a
gravity fall of 3%.

200mm
200mmmax
max

Plastic
Copper

Bends should not
be tight radius.

3% Fall

Where the pipework falls
significantly below the unit e.g.
a lower floor, fit an air admittance
valve at the highest point capable
of withstanding 10psi pressure, or
increase pipe size coming down to
‘break’ syphon.

Min 0.5m

5

Discharge pipework should be
copper or rigid solvent weld
plastic, not ‘pushfit’. 1% fall on
horizontal runs.

6

The unit should be easily
accessible and removable in
the event of maintenance being
required. If boxed in, the boxing
should be easily removed.
Any extension between the
WC pan spigot and wall should
not exceed 200mm.

Saniflo offer a complete range of pumps and
macerators for all applications.
For further information please visit saniflo.co.uk
Macerators may only be used in a dwelling where there is
access to a gravity discharging WC (Building Regs G4).
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CASE STUDY #1

FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE
For peace of mind Saniflo
offers extended warranty
on many domestic macerators*.
With a two-year warranty
period as standard, a 3-year
extension is available upon
registration of the products on
the Saniflo website or by returning
the warranty registration card
following installation.
*Saniflo Up, Sanitop Up, Saniplus Up, Sanipro XR Up,
Sanipack Pro Up, Saniwall Pro Up, Sanivite+,
Sanishower+ and Sanispeed+.

DOMESTIC
DOMESTIC

CASE
As
seenSTUDY
as Channel 4’s
As seen on Channel 4’s “Double your house for half the money”
‘Double your house for half the money’

Sanitop & Sanishower

An
en-suite
inthatafeatured
lofton conversion
that
featured
on
thesits
An en-suite
in a loft conversion
the popular
WC, through
a panel
into the Sanitop. The
Sanishower
neatly below the floor level where the shower waste drains
Channel 4 TV programme, Double your house for half the
popular
Channel
4
TV
programme,
‘Double
your
house
into it. The discharge pipes from both the Sanitop and the
money, hosted by property guru, Sarah Beeny, was only made
Sanishower then cross the roof void into the soil stack.
possible
thanks tothe
macerator
and pump solutions
provided only
by
for
half
money’,
was
made
possible thanks to
Saniflo.
The Hodgsons are delighted with the result; they have been
aTomacerator
and pump solution
provided by Saniflo.
able to include a contemporary en-suite bathroom in to their
create a new bedroom and bathroom in the roof space of
their property in South West London Claire Hodgson and her
husband, Charlie, visited their neighbours in the area to gather

AFTER SALES & OUR
SERVICE ENGINEERS
Developed over the last forty years, Saniflo
has a reliable and reputable network of nearly
100 Service Engineers operating throughout
the UK.
These engineers have clocked up many years
of experience between them as plumbers and
have recognised the benefits of becoming an
authorised Official Saniflo Service engineer.
As well as the installation of new domestic and
commercial Saniflo products, Saniflo engineers
attend call outs to service, maintain and repair
the full range. So no need for you to get your
hands dirty, we have a team who can do that!
In addition, an in-house team of Saniflo technical
experts can respond to queries during the
working week and advise on the right macerator
for the right job. This team provide a very high
level of knowledge of products and applications.
Believe us, we’ve heard it all and nothing is a
silly question!

AS SEEN
ON TV

2 bed loft conversion within the existing drainage footprint -

eliminating the requirement for very expensive groundworks.

“

The Saniflo
have enabled us to add a bathroom
To
create a new
Based
on units
other
that the existing drainage infrastructure wasn’t adequate for
upstairs at a fraction of the cost of putting in new
a traditional bathroomand
solution. Based on other successful
bedroom
successful
conversions
drainage. The units are quiet and don’t bother us at
conversions the plumber contacted the technical team at
bathroom
in the
in the
areadoubt
their
all. Without
the loft conversion has added value
Saniflo to discuss the couple’s requirements and subsequently
to our home
and that has been very much helped by
bought
a
Sanitop
macerator
pump
to
discharge
waste
from
the
roof space of their
plumber
contacted
wc and basin and a Sanishower to drain away the waste water
the innovative solutions from Saniflo. I would definitely
property
in South
our technical
team to
from the shower.
recommend these to our neighbours who wish to do
West
London,
discuss
the couple’s
similar conversions.
The beauty of the work carried out in the loft installation is
the fact that both units
have been
cleverly hidden behind a
Sarah Beeny, who also uses
Saniflo products in her own
husband
and
wife
requirements
and
wall in the new bathroom which is easily accessed through a
renovation project, oversaw the couple’s progress and the
Claire
Charlie,
bought
large hatch inand
the adjoining
bedroom. The Sanitop sits a short subsequently
TV programme was aired in October 2013 on Channel 4.
distance behind the WC
with an extension
together
with
theirrunning from the a Sanitop macerator
plumber came to the
pump to discharge
conclusion that the
waste from the WC
Saniflo Ltd, Howard House,
The Runway, South Ruislip HA4 6SE
existing
drainage
and basin and a
Tel: +44 (0)20 8842 0033 Fax +44 (0)20 8842 1671
Email: sales@saniflo.co.uk Web: www.saniflo.co.uk
infrastructure
Sanishower to drain
wasn’t adequate
away the waste water
for a traditional
from the shower. The
bathroom solution.
beauty of the work
carried out is the fact
that both units have
been cleverly hidden
behind a wall in the
new bathroom which
is easily accessed
through a hatch in the
adjoining bedroom –
showing how versatile
the Saniflo is.
ideas and, together with their plumber, came to the conclusion

”

To read the full case study and learn more
about how we can help you visit saniflo.co.uk
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CASE STUDY #2

CASE STUDY #3

RIVER CLYDE HOMES

ENGLISH SHEPHERD HUT CO.

Sanifloor adds to versatility of project

Providing benefits to English Shepherd Huts

River Clyde Homes is a ‘not for profit’ affordable
housing provider in Scotland. A significant
development completed on their behalf was the Barr
St Gateway development of 41 homes in Port Glasgow.
The 13 houses and 28 flats to be created sat adjacent
to a former ropeworks building that had already been
refurbished into new homes.

Norfolk-based manufacturer of rustic shepherd huts,
the English Shepherd Hut Co, prides itself on its
range of traditional huts; designed with the modern
convenience in mind.

The new homes would
house a wide range of
tenants from young
couples and families,
to older residents.
In order to future
proof the homes a
scheme to modify the
downstairs bathroom
of each of the 13
houses was conceived
during the build.

Each of the houses
was supplied with
a Sanifloor shower
pump to facilitate a
downstairs shower
which will be installed
in the event of a tenant
becoming immobile.
Plumbed in adjacent
to the basin the pump
will discharge grey
water waste from a
shower thanks to small
bore pipework that
has been plumbed
in under the floor
and used the mains
drainage pipes in the
adjacent utility room.

To read the full case study and learn more
about how we can help you visit saniflo.co.uk
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Their huts, such as the
Poachers Hut, feature
all mod cons including
bathrooms, bedrooms,
kitchens and seating
space, thanks to
ingenious interior
design that maximises
every inch of the space.
Unlike a lot of portable
accommodation the
flushing toilet is not
a chemical loo. The
company specified
the Sanicompact with
integrated macerator
from Saniflo. The ideal
WC for compact spaces
where mains drainage
is unavailable.
The Sanicompact has
an automatic pushbutton flush connected
directly to a water
supply and needs no
cistern. It also features
a wash basin inlet so
grey waste water can

also be processed
through the macerator
if required. Waste is
discharged via 32mm
pipework either to a
storage tank or to the
nearest mains.
The English Shepherd
Hut’s recently launched
Aquarius; a posh,
portable toilet block for
weddings and events.
It provides up market
showering and WC
facilities. For
a modern look they
used Saniwall so wall
hung sanitaryware
could be specified.
The Saniwall is a
built-in frame system
with an integrated
dual flush cistern and
macerator pump. With
two extra inlets it can
take waste from a wash
basin and shower as
well as the WC.

To read the full case study and learn more
about how we can help you visit saniflo.co.uk
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